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Re: Urgent Intervention Needed to Uphold the Rights and Dignity of Palestinian Workers
Employed in Israel during the COVID-19 Pandemic
For the attention of:
− The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Palestinian territory
occupied since 1967;
− The UN Special Rapporteur on the right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest
attainable standard of physical and mental health;
− The UN Special Rapporteur on the right to adequate housing as a component of the right
to an adequate standard of living; and
− The UN Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination,
xenophobia and related intolerance.
1. Introduction
Our organisations address this joint urgent appeal to the United Nations (UN) Special Procedures
in relation to the dire conditions of Palestinian workers in Israel during the ongoing novel
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic. This urgent appeal comes in light of the continued denial of
the rights and inherent dignity of Palestinian workers, who are systematically subjected to Israel’s
discriminatory policies and practices of racial discrimination and apartheid,1 deprived of their
fundamental rights to health, work, and to an adequate standard of living, including adequate
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housing. To date, Israel, the occupying power in the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, and the
Gaza Strip, has failed to test and ensure the treatment of Palestinians labourers working in Israel
prior to their return to the occupied Palestinian territory. Israel has also obstructed measures taken
by the Palestinian Authority to contain and mitigate the devastating effects of COVID-19, and
failed to take measures to curb the spread of the pandemic in the occupied Palestinian territory.
2.

Overview

On 5 March 2020, after the first cases of COVID-19 were confirmed in the occupied Palestinian
territory, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas declared a state of emergency and adopted
emergency measures aimed at containing the spread of COVID-19.2 Gradually, the Palestinian
government put in place restrictions and protective measures, including the prohibition on public
gatherings and the adoption of online educational activities, to help contain the spread of COVID19.3 On 18 March 2020, the Palestinian Prime Minister ordered restrictions on movement between
Palestinian governorates in an attempt to limit movement within the occupied West Bank. Notably,
the Prime Minister called on Palestinian workers in illegal Israeli settlements to no longer travel
to their place of work and announced a period of three days for Palestinian workers in Israel to
arrange their affairs, in particular to coordinate accommodation at their place of work with their
employers, as decided by the Israeli occupying authorities.4
On 21 March 2020, the Israeli government announced restrictions on the movement of people
between the occupied Palestinian territory and Israel, effective as of the end of the same day.5 At
the same time, the Israeli occupying authorities allowed approximately 60,000 Palestinian workers
employed in Israel to temporarily reside in Israel for a maximum period of two months during the
public health emergency, with their employers mandated to arrange their accommodation and
ensure proper sanitation and food.6 These include Palestinians working in what Israel considers to
be ‘essential’ sectors, including construction, healthcare, industry, agriculture, and caregiving.7
Even though Israel has used ‘security’ as a pretext for years to deny Palestinians work permits,8
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their labour is now being prioritised over their health and safety during the pandemic.9 In fact,
Israel’s prioritisation of Palestinian labour over Palestinian workers’ rights, as seen in its current
response to COVID-19, constitutes a long-standing policy articulated in Israel’s systematic failure
to enforce safety standards, in particular in the construction sector, which is dominated by
Palestinian workers from both sides the Green Line. As a result, the Israeli construction sector has
become one of the most dangerous sectors for work-related accidents, with construction sites
lacking supervision by the Israeli government, highlighting a clear indifference to human life.10
On 22 March 2020, the Palestinian Authority further declared a comprehensive curfew for 14 days
as a measure to curb the spread of COVID-19.11
3. Israel’s violation of Palestinian workers’ rights and dignity during COVID-19
On 23 March 2020, the Israeli police left Malek Samih Ghanem, a 29-year-old Palestinian worker
at Beit Sira checkpoint, west of Ramallah, after he showed flu-like symptoms that were suspected
to be COVID-19. Without any regard for Malek’s health, he was simply thrown and left at the
checkpoint until a Palestinian ambulance came to take him without any prior coordination with the
Palestinian Authority to ensure he received treatment.12 Similarly, two Palestinians working in
Israel were dropped off by their employers at the nearest checkpoint into the West Bank after they
displayed symptoms thought to be COVID-19. According to the Governor of Salfit, Abdallah
Kamil, these workers included ‘Alaa Ali Salah, a 30-year-old resident of Sarta village, who was
dropped off by his employer close to the junction by Hares village, and Jaber ‘Aref Abu Omar, a
30-year-old resident of Jamma’in village, who was left at a junction by his village.
In doing so, Israel, as occupying power, has evaded its responsibility to uphold the right to health
of Palestinian workers. In particular, Israel has failed to test Palestinian workers for COVID-19,
even when showing symptoms, and thereby exacerbated their susceptibility to the pandemic and
the vulnerability of their families and communities upon their return. In addition to incidents of
sick workers being left at checkpoints, there have also been reports of dire housing conditions they
face while working in Israel, including sleeping at construction sites or in greenhouses where
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employers fail to provide workers with adequate accommodation.13 As a result, on 25 March 2020,
the Palestinian Prime Minister issued another call for all Palestinian workers in Israel to return to
the occupied Palestinian territory and to self-quarantine for 14 days in light of COVID-19.14
Following the new instructions issued by the Palestinian Authority, and with the impending Jewish
holidays starting 8 April 2020, more Palestinian workers returned to the occupied Palestinian
territory. Staff members of Palestinian emergency units deployed at different checkpoints began
to receive the returning workers, conducting preliminary examinations and follow up. Yet,
circumventing Palestinian preparedness efforts for returning workers at Israeli checkpoints, Israel
instead began opening new access points, such as agricultural gates located south of Qalqiliya
governorate, allowing Palestinian workers to enter the occupied West Bank without informing the
Palestinian Authority.15 While Rafi’ Rawajbeh, the Governor of Qalqiliya, submitted an official
complaint against this practice to the Israeli Military Liaison Office, Al-Haq monitored yet a
similar incident on 1 April 2020, when the Israeli occupying forces clipped a passage through the
barbed fence by the Annexation Wall in Al-Razaza area, east of Qalqiliya. Such acts of deliberate
sabotage of emergency measures put in place by the Palestinian Authority to contain the spread of
COVID-19 may be regarded as a wilful act by the occupying power to endanger the health of the
occupied population under its effective control.
As of 14 April 2020, a total of 271 Palestinians tested positive for the coronavirus in the occupied
West Bank in addition to 13 Palestinians who tested positive in the Gaza Strip. Six cases were
diagnosed in patients returning to the Gaza Strip from abroad and the remaining seven contracted
the coronavirus as they came into contact with these cases. In the West Bank, the majority of
confirmed cases are of Palestinian workers employed in Israel or in illegal Israeli settlements, in
addition to those who came into contact with them. On 25 March 2020, a Palestinian woman in
her 60s become the first to die from COVID-19 in the West Bank.16 She contracted the coronavirus
from her son who works in Israel. On 10 April 2020, a 55-year-old Palestinian worker became the
second COVID-19 death in the occupied Palestinian territory.17 The Palestinian Health Ministry
has found that 96 Palestinians, or roughly a third of those who contracted COVID-19 in the West
Bank, were Palestinian workers, whereas 107 Palestinians, or about 40 per cent of West Bank
cases, contracted COVID-19 after they came into contact with Palestinian workers.18 Besides
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highlighting Israel’s failure to uphold its obligations as occupying power, in particular to test
Palestinian workers for COVID-19, the increase in coronavirus figures amongst Palestinian
workers has also resulted in stigma within West Bank communities, with Palestinian workers in
Israel increasingly portrayed as the source of the coronavirus.
4. Israel’s responsibility for the rights of Palestinian workers
Israel, as occupying power, is obliged to respect, protect, and fulfil the rights of the Palestinian
people under its prolonged military occupation in line with international human rights law and
international humanitarian law. Yet, Israel has systematically violated the rights of Palestinians
and instead continued to deepen its settler-colonial endeavour, including unlawful annexation of
occupied territory and the ongoing displacement and dispossession of Palestinians. In crippling the
Palestinian economy and rendering it a captive market, Israel has actively sought the dedevelopment of the occupied Palestinian territory,19 including its healthcare system, and increased
the dependency of Palestinian workers on the Israeli labour market. At the same time, Israel has
systematically exploited Palestinian labour and abused Palestinian workers, denying them the
enjoyment, on an equal basis, of just and favourable conditions of work, including fair wages,
occupational safety, and healthcare, amongst other basic rights.20
Within the context of COVID-19, there has been much praise21 for the engagement between Israel
and the Palestinian Authority to control the spread of the pandemic. However, such a framing
disregards the fundamental power imbalance that exists between the two given Israel’s exercise of
effective control, as occupying power, over the occupied Palestinian territory, including over
movement of people and goods, and over land, water, and other natural resources, over which the
Palestinian people retain the right to self-determination, including permanent sovereignty.22
Through the semblance of cooperation with the Palestinian Authority, Israel has sought to absolve
itself of responsibility, as occupying power, for the right to health, safety, and well-being of
Palestinians under its effective control. At the same time, Israel has failed to uphold its obligation
to fulfil the right of Palestinian workers to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of
physical and mental health,23 including the underlying determinants of health,24 comprising the
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right to work,25 and the right to an adequate standard of living for oneself and one’s family,
including adequate housing, water, and sanitation.26
Instead, during the COVID-19 pandemic, Israel has continued its human rights violations against
Palestinians,27 and deepened the impacts of the public health emergency on Palestinians by
undermining containment and prevention efforts.28 When it comes to Palestinian workers, Israel
has continued to exploit Palestinians for cheap labour, while failing to take measures to ensure the
protection of workers, their families, and their communities from the detrimental impacts of the
pandemic. Instead, the vulnerabilities of workers29 have been further exacerbated by Israel’s
failure to test and treat Palestinians working in Israel and to uphold their right to health when
crossing from and to the occupied Palestinian territory, thereby contributing to the stigmatisation
and dehumanisation of Palestinian workers and their families during COVID-19.
Within the context of Israel’s prolonged military occupation and denial of the Palestinian people’s
right to self-determination, it is crucial to shed light on the specific challenges that the Palestinian
Authority faces while taking steps to contain the spread of COVID-19, in particular with regard to
safeguarding the rights of Palestinian workers employed in Israel and Israeli settlements. While
the current number of confirmed COVID-19 cases in the occupied Palestinian territory remains
relatively low in comparison to cases recorded in Israel, the capacity of the Palestinian healthcare
system has been significantly weakened as a result of decades of Israeli de-development policies,
particularly affecting the Gaza Strip, where 12 years of illegal closure have driven the Palestinian
healthcare system to the brink of collapse.30 Within the occupied Palestinian territory, the situation
of Palestinian workers in East Jerusalem has been particularly dire, with those working in delivery
service, the industrial sector, and in construction particularly susceptible to the effects of the
pandemic. This is compounded by racial discrimination in the amount and rate of testing conducted
in Palestinian communities, including in East Jerusalem, and fears over a collapse of East
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Jerusalem’s hospitals, which have suffered years of systematic neglect, should cases continue to
rise.31
5. Conclusion and recommendations
UN human rights experts have highlighted the need to fulfil the right to health of everyone without
discrimination, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic.32 Moreover, under Article 56 of the
Fourth Geneva Convention, Israel, as occupying power, “has the duty of ensuring and maintaining,
with the cooperation of national and local authorities, the medical and hospital establishments and
services, public health and hygiene in the occupied territory, with particular reference to the
adoption and application of the prophylactic and preventive measures necessary to combat the
spread of contagious diseases and epidemics.”33 Yet, Palestinian workers employed in Israel have
been forced to choose between sustaining their source of income and their families’ livelihoods
and taking preventive measures to protect their health during the COVID-19 pandemic.34 As such,
our organisations request the immediate intervention of the UN Special Procedures to uphold the
rights of Palestinian workers during COVID-19 and, in particular, to:
i. Publicly call on Israel, the occupying power, to uphold the rights and dignity of Palestinian
workers by ensuring just and favourable conditions of work, including minimum wage,
occupational health and safety, and eliminating discrimination in respect of employment,
including during the COVID-19 pandemic, in accordance with the standards set by the
International Labour Organization (ILO);35
ii. Issue a statement calling on the Israeli occupying authorities to ensure the protection of all
Palestinian workers from the effects of COVID-19, to fulfil their right to health without
discrimination, to test and treat workers who are ill, and to take all necessary measures to
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prevent the spread of the pandemic amongst Palestinian workers, their families, and
communities;
iii. Further demand that Israel, the occupying power, cease impeding Palestinian prevention and
mitigation efforts and test all Palestinian workers returning to the occupied Palestinian
territory to prevent an uncontrolled spread of the pandemic;
iv. Urge Israel, the occupying power, to uphold the right of Palestinian workers to the underlying
determinants of health and well-being, including adequate housing, water, and sanitation, as
essential to mitigating the effects of COVID-19 amongst workers;
v. Call on Israel, the occupying power, to uphold its obligation to adequately coordinate and
cooperate with the Palestinian Authority in upholding the health, safety, dignity, and wellbeing of Palestinian workers, particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic.
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